
INITIAL RESPONSE TO MALCOLM X AND BLACK RAGE ESSAY

In the essay, Cornel West tries to explain how Malcolm X's â€œBlack Rageâ€• articulation wasn't directed at white
americans only, but also to black americans who.

Cone's book, published in , possesses, along with an analytical acumen in exploring King's and Malcolm X's
lives and thought in larger scope and richer detail than many of the author's nationalist predecessors. This
series of experiences forced Malcolm X to "rearrange much of my thought-patterns previously held, and to
toss aside some of my previous conclusions. Breitman is attempting to saddle him with a set of views he did
not live long enough to clarify or adopt. And there was plenty to be angry about. And Malcolm X for his part
became publicly political, acknowledged the militancy of integrationists, and even encouraged voter
registration. Nonetheless, Mr. Malcolm articulated the rage. Therefore, leukemia is simply a cancer and
growth of the blood cells. Home Essays initial response to Malcolm Cornel West calls Malcolm a prophet in
American history. Instead of accepting and ignoring he took control of true love for black people and wanted
to make a difference. Breitman maintains that this final period marked Malcolm's maturation as "a
revolutionary -- increasingly anticapitalist and prosocialist as well as anti-imperialist," although Mr. Essays
Words 9 Pages. The black theologian James H. Perry's treatment of Malcolm's sexuality fails to enlarge our
understanding of black sexual politics or its relationship to social liberation. Extensive excerpts from Malcolm
X's F. Two bibliographies that give an indication of the wide debate about Malcolm carried on in journals,
magazines, books and the popular press especially alternative news papers. Acute Leukemia must be treated
immediately. In America, 'white man' meant specific attitudes and actions toward the black man, and toward
all other nonwhite men. He started to tip Haley off if he was going to say something newsworthy. Wolfenstein
offers the most astute treatment to date of Malcolm's intellectual and psychological roots. Leukemia Essay
How can the answer be improved? Charles E. What it lacks is the greater virtue of historical perspective,
which comes from long and mature reflection upon events. Perry, the physical abuse of his mother by
Malcolm's father, his parents' extramarital affairs, the breakup of the family after the father's death and the
mother's mental collapse, Malcolm's inheritance of his mother's obsession with color and his hatred of women,
learned during childhood, all contributed to the mature Malcolm's contorted leadership style. By Oba T'Shaka.
Wilson insightfully discusses Malcolm's "failure of leadership style and a failure to evolve a sound
organizational base for his activities," concluding that Malcolm was a "victim of his own charisma. Thus it is
that Malcolm X's name no longer belongs to him, no longer refers simply to his tall body or to his short life.
He also chastises "white radicals who lend a grudging support to black power," patronizing black
revolutionaries as "unfinished products" who will one day see the light and recognize the superiority of
Marxist theory and the necessity of an alliance with the white working class. Cone's book is an invaluable aid
in comprehending the similarities and differences between the two towering influences on contemporary black
culture. And by all accounts Malcolm X was pleased with the outcome. According to Mr. If one task of
biography is to cast as bright a light as possible over the shadowed areas of human behavior, then
psychobiography doubles the effort, using the insights gleaned through psychological theory to illumine the
full range of human experience. Battered by unprincipled opponents, smothered by well-meaning loyalists,
Malcolm's past is not yet settled; it never will be. Recalling Malcolm's "earliest vivid memory" -- being
traumatically awakened in the middle of the night in because the family house in Lansing, Mich. Do not
include in the first part of the paper your personal reaction to the work; your subjective impression will form
the basis of the second part of your paper. Instead of associating with whites and white culture, they would
focus on loving homeless, and through that love overcome discrimination. What Is Leukemia?


